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Statistical manifolds and affine differential geometry 

Hiroshi Matsuzoe 

Abstract. 

In this paper, we give a summary of geometry of statistical man
ifolds, and discuss relations between information geometry and affine 
differential geometry. Dually flat spaces and canonical divergence func
tions are important objects in information geometry. We show that 
such objects can be generalized in the framework of affine differential 
geometry. 

In addition, we give a brief summary of geometry of statistical 
manifolds admitting torsion, which is regarded as a quantum version of 
statistical manifolds. We discuss relations between statistical manifolds 
admitting torsion and geometry of affine distributions. 

§1. Introduction 

A statistical manifold (M, \l,h) is a (semi-)Riemannian manifold 
(M, h) with a torsion-free affine connection \1 which satisfies some com
patible condition. (See Definition 2.4 in Section 2.) For a statistical 
manifold, a pair of mutually dual affine connections can be defined nat
urally. These geometric structures have been studied in differential ge
ometry. However, statistical manifolds and dual affine connections were 
refound in statistics in 1970's to construct geometric theory for statis
tical inferences (cf. [2] and [4]). Nowadays, this geometric method is 
called information geometry, and is applied various fields of mathemat
ical sciences. For example, EM algorithms [3], boosting algorithms [17], 
algorithms of belief propagations [7], etc., are elucidated clearly by in
formation geometry. 
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From the viewpoint of differential geometry, statistical manifold 
structures arise in affine hypersurface theory. In fact, the notion of 
statistical manifold was originally introduced by S. L. Lauritzen [12], 
and it was reformulated by Kurose from the viewpoint of affine differ
ential geometry [9). We then find that statistical manifold structures 
and important objects of information geometry can be generalized in 
the framework of affine differential geometry~ 

In this paper, we summarize geometry of statistical manifolds and 
discuss relations between information geometry and affine differential 
geometry. In particular, the Legendre transformations and canonical 
divergences are important object in information geometry. We show that 
these objects are generalized by conormal (or dual map) transformations 
and geometric divergences in affine differential geometry. 

In the later part of this paper, we consider a quantum version of 
statistical manifolds. It is known that an affine connection on a set of 
quantum states has the non-zero torsion tensor. Hence Kurose intro
duced the notion of statistical manifolds admitting torsion to discuss 
geometric structures on quantum state spaces [11 J. As statistical man
ifolds have close relations to geometry of affine immersions, statistical 
manifolds admitting torsion have relations to geometry of affine distri
butions. We then give brief summaries of these geometry. 

§2. Dual connections and Statistical manifolds 

We assume that all the objects are smooth throughout this paper. 
In addition, we may assume that a manifold is simply connected since 
we discuss local geometric properties on a manifold. 

At first, we introduce the notion of dual affine connections. 
Let (M, h) be a semi-Riemannian manifold, and V' an affine connec

tion on M. We define the dual (or conjugate) connection V'* of V' with 
respect to h by 

(1) X h(Y, Z) = h(V' x Y, Z) + h(Y, Y'x Z), 

where X, Y and Z are arbitrary vector fields on M. We say that V' and 
V'* are mutually dual with respect to h. 

Denote by R the curvature tensor of V', and by T the torsion of V', 
that is, 

R(X,Y)Z 

T(X,Y) 

V'xV'yZ- V'yV'xZ- Y'[x,YJZ, 

V'xY- V'yX- [X, Y]. 

From straightforward calculations, we have the following proposition. 
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Proposition 2.1. Suppose that affine connections \7 and \7* are 
mutually dual with respect to h. Then the following formulae hold: 

(1) (\7*)* == \7. 
(2) Set \7(0) :== (\7 + \7*)/2. Then \7(0 )h == 0. 
(3) h(R(X, Y)Z, V) == -h(Z, R*(X, Y)V). 

We remark that that \7(0) may not be the Levi-Civita connection 
of h. The connection \7(0) has a torsion in general. 

Let us consider when dual affine connections are torsion-free. 

Proposition 2.2 ([16]). Consider the following conditions: 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

\7 is torsion-free. 
\7* is torsion-free. 
C :== \i'h is totally symmetric. 
\7(0) == (\7 + \7*)/2 is the Levi-Civita connection with respect 
to h. 

Then any two of the above conditions imply the rest of them. 

This proposition implies that torsion-free mutually dual affine con
nections induce a symmetric (0, 3)-tensor field C. We call the tensor field 
C a cubic form on M, and we say that the connection \7 is compatible 
with h. Conversely, for a given totally symmetric (0, 3)-tensor field, we 
can define mutually dual affine connections. 

Proposition 2.3 ([12] and [16]). Suppose that (M, h) is a semi
Riemannian manifold, C is a totally symmetric (0, 3)-tensor field on 
M, and \i'(o) is the Levi-Civita connection with respect to h. Set \7 and 
\7* by 

h(\i'xY, Z) 

h(\i''XY, Z) 

(0) 1 
·- h(\7 x Y, Z) - 2C(X, Y, Z), 

(0) 1 
.- h(\7 x Y, Z) + 2C(X, Y, Z). 

Then \7 and \7* are mutually dual torsion-free affine connections com
patible with h. 

Let us give the definition of statistical manifold. 

Definition 2.4. Let (M, h) be a semi-Riemannian manifold, and \7 
a torsion-free affine connection on M. We call the triplet (M, \7, h) a 
statistical manifold if \i'h is totally symmetric, that is, \7 is compatible 
with h. 

For a given statistical manifold (M, \7, h), denote by \7* the dual 
connection of \7 with respect to h. In this case, the triplet ( M, \7*, h) 
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is also a statistical manifold, and we call ( M, '\1*, h) the dual statistical 
manifold of (M, '\1, h). 

The notion of statistical manifold was originally introduced by S. L. 
Lauritzen [12]. He called a triplet (M, h, C) a statistical manifold. On 
the other hand, our definition follows Kurose's formulation [9]. From 
Propositions 2.2 and 2.3, these definitions are essentially equivalent. 

We remark that a parametric statistical model has a statistical man
ifold structure (cf.[4] and [12]). Let (0, ;J) be a measurable space. Sup
pose that M is a parametric statistical model on n, that is, M is a set 
of probability distributions on (0, ;J) parametrized by ( = ( ( 1 , ... , (n) E 
UcRn: 

M = {p(x, () lp(x, () > 0,1 p(x, ()dx = 1}. 
Under suitable conditions (see Chapter 2.1 in [4]), M is regarded as a 
manifold with a local coordinate system ((1, ... , (n). 

For simplicity, set l(x; () := logp(x; (). We define a symmetric 
matrix(%) (i,j = 1,2, ... ,n) by 

If {gij ( ()} is positive definite, it determines a Riemannian metric on M. 
We call g the Fisher metric on M. 

For an arbitrary constant a E R, we can define a torsion-free affine 
connection on M by 

The affine connection v<a) is called the a-connection on M. For an 
arbitrary constant a, v<a) and v< -a) are mutually dual with respect 
to g. In addition, v<alg and v<-alg are totally symmetric. Hence the 
triplet (M,v<al,g) is a statistical manifold, and (M,v<-al,g) is its 
dual statistical manifold. 
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§3. Flatness and conformal flatness on statistical manifolds 

In this section, we summarize flatness and several conformal flatness 
of statistical manifolds. 

3.1. Dually flat spaces 
Let (M, '\1, h) be a statistical manifold. For simplicity, we assume 

that M is simply connected and M has a global coordinate system. 
The connection '\1 (or a statistical manifold (M, '\1, h)) is said to 

be fiat if '\1 is torsion-free and curvature-free everywhere on M. If a 
statistical manifold (M, '\1, h) is fiat, from Proposition 2.1, the dual sta
tistical manifold (M, '\1*, h) is also fiat. In this case, we call the tetrad 
(M, h, '\1, '\1*) a dually fiat space. 

For a dually fiat space (M, h, '\1, '\1*), since '\1 is fiat and M has 
a global coordinate chart, there exists a coordinate system {Oi} such 
that all the connection coefficients {r~ k} (i,j,k = l, ... ,n) vanish 
everywhere on M. We call such a coordinate system {Oi} an affine 
coordinate system of '\1. In addition, there exists a '\1* -affine coordinate 
system { rli} such that 

h ( {)~i ' {)~j ) = 8f (i,j=l, ... ,n). 

The coordinate system {ru} is called the dual coordinate system of {Oi} 
with respect to h. 

Proposition 3.1. Let (M, h, '\1, '\1*) be a dually fiat space. Suppose 
that M has a globally defined '\1-affine coordinate system { Oi}. Denote 
by { ru} the dual coordinate system of { Oi}. Then there exist functions 
'1/J and ¢ on M such that 

{)'lj; 
(2) {)(ji = 1Ji, 

a¢ - ei 
{)ryi - ' 

n 

'1/J(p) + ¢(p)- L Oi(p)ryi(p) = 0 (p EM). 
i=l 

In addition, the second derivatives induce the original semi-Riemannian 
metric: 

(3) 

where hij is the (i,j)-component of the inverse matrix of (hij)· 

For proof, see Chapter 3.3in [4]. 
Formulae (2) are the Legendre transformation on (M, h, '\1, '\1*). For

mulae (3) imply that his a Hessian metric on M, since his given as a 
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Hessian of the function 1/J (or ¢). Hence (\7, h) and (\7* , h) are called 
Hessian structures. (See [23).) For these reasons, 1/J and¢ are important 
objects on (M, h, \7, \7*). We call'l/J the ()~potential function, and¢ the 
ry-potential function. 

From the functions 1/J and¢, we define an asymmetric distance-like 
function on M x M by 

n 

(4) p(p, q) := 1/J(p) + cp(q)- L Bi(p)rJi(q) (p, q EM). 
i=l 

We call the function p the {'il-canonical) divergence of ( M, h, \7, \7*). 
Further arguments of dually flat spaces and divergence functions, 

see Chapter 3 in [4). Canonical divergences are an important object in 
information geometry. See [4) and [17), for example. We remark that 
these structures are related to Hessian structures [23) and a-Hessian 
structures [26). 

3.2. Conformal equivalence relations 
In this section, we summarize several conformal equivalence relations 

on manifolds. For more details, see [8), [10) and [14). 
3.2.1. Conformal equivalence: Let g and g be Riemannian metrics 

on M. We say that g and g are con formally equivalent if there exists a 
function ¢ on M such that 

g(X, Y) = e24>g(X, Y). 

We say that a Riemannian metric g is fiat if the Levi-Civita con
nection of g is flat. We say that g is conformally fiat if g is conformally 
equivalent to a flat Riemannian metric in a neighbourhood of an arbi
trary point of M. 

If Riemannian metrics g and g are conformally equivalent, then their 
Levi-Civita connections \i'Y and vu satisfy 

V'i-Y = \i'~Y- g(X, Y)gradg¢ + d¢(Y)X + d¢(X)Y, 

where gradg¢ is the gradient vector field of¢ with respect to g. 
3.2.2. Projective equivalence: Let M be ann-dimensional manifold. 

We say that two affine connections \7 and '\7 on M are projectively equiv
alent if there exists a 1-form T on M such that 

(5) '\7 X y = \7 X y + T(Y)X + T(X)Y. 

We say that an affine connection v is projectively fiat if \7 is pro
jectively equivalent to some flat affine connection in a neighbourhood of 
an arbitrary point of M. 
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3.2.3. Dual-projective equivalence: Let (M, h) be a semi-Riemannian 
manifold. We say that two affine connections '\7 and '\7 on M are dual
projectively equivalent [8] if there exists a 1-form T on M such that 

(6) '\?xY = 'VxY- h(X, Y)T#, 

where T# is the metrical dual vector field defined by h( T#, X) := T(X). 
We say that an affine connection '\7 is dual-projectively fiat if '\7 is 

dual-projectively equivalent to some flat affine connection in a neigh
bourhood of an arbitrary point of M. 

3.2.4. Conformal-projective equivalence: As in the duality of affine 
connections, a duality of projective (or conformal) equivalence relations 
arise naturally on statistical manifolds. (See [10], [14] and [22], for ex
ample.) Let us consider such relations. 

Suppose that (M, '\7, h) and (M, '\7, h) are statistical manifolds. We 
say that (M, '\7, h) and(M, '\7, h) are conformally-projectively equivalent 
(or generalized conformally equivalent) [13] if there exist two functions 
¢ and 'l/J on M such that 

h(X, Y) = e.P+<I>h(X, Y), 

'\?xY = 'VxY- h(X, Y)gradh'l/J + d¢(Y)X + dcp(X)Y. 

In a special case, for an arbitrary constant a E R, we say that (M, 'V, h) 
and (M, '\7, h) are a-conformally equivalent [9] if there exists a function 
'l/J on M such that 

h(X, Y) 

'V'xY 

e.Ph(X, Y), 
1+a 

'VxY- - 2-h(X, Y)gradh'l/J 

+ 1 ~a (d'l/J(Y)X + d'ljJ(X)Y). 

We say that a statistical manifold (M, '\7, h) is conformally- projec
tively fiat (or a-conformally fiat) if (M, '\7, h) is conformally-projectively 
equivalent (or a-conformally equivalent) to a flat statistical manifold in 
a neighbourhood of an arbitrary point of M, respectively. 

Suppose that (M, '\7, h) and (M, '\7, h) are conformally-projectively 
equivalent. From Equations (5) or (6), if 'l/J is constant, then '\7 and 
'\7 are projectively equivalent. In this case, (M, '\7, h) and (M, '\7, h) 
are ( -1 )-conformally equivalent. If ¢ is constant, then '\7 and '\7 are 
dual-projectively equivalent. In this case, (M, 'V, h) and (M, '\7, h) are 
1-conformally equivalent. 
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It is well-known that projective flatness or conformal flatness are 
characterized by Weyl's projective curvature tensor or conformal cur
vature tensor, respectively. Similarly, dual-projective flatness is charac
terized by Ivanov's dual-projective curvature tensor [8], and conformal
projective flatness is characterized by Kurose's conformal-projective cur
vature tensor [10]. These curvature tensors are summarized in [14]. 

§4. Generalized dual connections and semi-Weyl manifolds 

Let (M, h) be a semi-Riemannian manifold, 'iJ an affine connection 
on M, and r a 1-form on M. We define the generalized dual (or gener
alized conjugate) connection '\7* of 'iJ by r with respect to h by 

(7) Xh(Y, Z) = h('V x Y, Z) + h(Y, 'V~Z)- r(X)h(Y, Z). 

The notion of generalized dual connection was originally introduced by 
A. P. Norden to study Weyl geometry [20]. (See also [18]. Nomizu called 
'V* the generalized conjugate connection.) Generalized dual connections 
are invariant under gauge transformations. Let ¢ be a function, and r 
a 1-form on M. Set 

(h,'F) := (e<f>h,r- d¢). 

The pair (h, 7) is called a gauge transformation of (h, r). We then obtain 

Xh(Y, Z) = h('V x Y, Z) + h(Y, 'V~Z)- r(X)h(Y, Z) 

{=:::} Xh(Y, Z) = h('VxY, Z) + h(Y, 'V~Z)- 'F(X)h(Y, Z). 

For generalized dual connections, as in the case of dual connections, 
we obtain the following proposition. 

Proposition 4.1 ([16]). Consider the following conditions: 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 

(4) 

'iJ is torsion-free. 
'V* is torsion-free. 
C(X, Y, Z) := ('V xh)(Y, Z)+r(X)h(Y, Z) is totally symmetric. 
'r'7(0) ('r'7 'r'7*)/2 . HT l . • h • 'r'7(0) • v = v + v zs a vv ey connectwn, t at zs, v zs 
torsion-free and 

(J(O) (X, Y, Z) := ('V~) h)(Y, Z) + r(X)h(Y, Z) = 0. 

Then any two of the above conditions imply the rest of them. 

Let (M, h) be a semi-Riemannian manifold, 'iJ a torsion-free affine 
connection on M, and r a 1-form on M. We say that the tetrad 
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(M, \7, h, T) is a semi- Weyl manifold if V'h + T ®his totally symmetric, 
that is, 

(\7 xh)(Y, Z) + T(X)h(Y, Z) = (\i'yh)(X, Z) + T(Y)h(X, Z). 

For a given semi-Weyl manifold (M, \7, h, T), it is easy to check the 
following properties. 

(1) If (V'xh)(Y, Z) +T(X) = 0, then (M, \7, h) is a Weyl manifold. 
(2) If T = 0, then (M, \7, h) is a statistical manifold. 

As we will see next section, semi-Weyl manifolds arise naturally in affine 
differential geometry. See also [15]. 

§5. Affine immersions 

In this section, we summarize the definitions and basic results of 
affine differential geometry, then elucidate relations between affine dif
ferential geometry and information geometry. For more details about 
affine differential geometry, see [19] and [24]. 

Let M be ann-dimensional manifold (n 2: 2), fan immersion from 
M to Rn+l, and~ a vector field along f. We say that the pair {!, 0 is 
an affine immersion if, for an arbitrary point pin M, the tangent space 
is decomposed as 

We call ~ a transversal vector field. 
Let D be the standard flat affine connection on Rn+l. From the 

decomposition of the tangent space, the covariant derivatives are de
composed as follows: 

(8) 
(9) 

f*(\7 x Y) + h(X, Y)~, 

- f*(SX) + T(X)~. 
We call \7 a induced connection, h an affine fundamental form, S an 
affine shape operator, and T a transversal connection form. 

If the affine fundamental form h is nondegenerate everywhere on M, 
the immersion f is called nondegenerate. It is independent of the choice 
of transversal vector fields. If T = 0, the affine immersion {f, ~} is called 
equiaffine. 

Since the affine connection D is flat, we obtain the fundamental 
structural equations for affine immersions. 

The Gauss equation: 

(10) R(X, Y)Z = h(Y, Z)SX- h(X, Z)SY. 
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The Codazzi equations: 

(11)(\7 xh)(Y, Z) + T(X)h(Y, Z) 

(\7xS)(Y)- T(X)SY 

(\lyh)(X, Z) + T(Y)h(X, Z), 

(\7yS)(X)- T(Y)SX. 

The Ricci equation: 

h(X, BY)- h(Y, SX) = (\7 xT)(Y)- (\7yT)(X). 

From Codazzi equation for h, we directly obtain the following propo
sition. 

Proposition 5.1. Let {!, 0 be an affine immersion. If f is non
degenerate, then induced objects (M, \7, h, T) is a semi- Weyl manifold. 
If { f, 0 is nondegenerate and equiaffine, then ( M, \7, h) is a statistical 
manifold. 

For a non-zero function ¢ on M, and a vector field Z, we change a 
transversal vector field ~ to 

Then the induced objects change as follows: 

h(X, Y) 

\lxY 

f(X) 

sx 

¢h(X, Y), 

\lxY- h(X, Y)Z, 

T(X) + h(X, Z)- dlog I¢1(X), 
1 ¢ {SX- \lxZ +f(X)Z +dlogi¢1(X)Z}. 

Suppose that {!, 0 is a nondegenerate equiaffine affine immersion. If 
[is a parallel constant vector field, f = 0, S = 0 and hence \7 is a flat 
affine connection. In this case, Z should be the gradient vector field of 
log 1¢1 with respect to h. Hence we conclude 

Proposition 5.2. Let {f, 0 be a nondegenerate equiaffine affine 
immersion. Suppose that (M, \7, h) is the induced statistical manifold. 
Then (M, \7, h) is 1-conformally flat. 

If M is simply connected, we can give the fundamental theorem for 
affine immersions. 

Theorem 5.3 ([5], [8] and [9]). Let (M, \7, h, T) be a simply con
nected semi- Weyl manifold. If \7 is dual-projectively flat, then there 
exists a nondegenerate affine immersion {f, 0 such that it induces the 
original semi- Weyl manifold (M, \7, h, T). 
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If (M, V', h) is a simply connected 1-conformally fiat statistical man
ifold, then there exists a nondegenemte equiaffine immersion {f, 0 such 
that it induces (M, V', h). 

Let Rn+ 1 be the dual vector space of Rn+l, and ( , ) the pairing of 
Rn+1 and Rn+l. Suppose that {f, 0 is an affine immersion from M to 
Rn+ 1 . We can define the conormal map v : M -+ Rn+l of {f, 0 by 

(12) 

Differentiating above equations, we have 

If h is nondegenerate, v is an immersion from M to Rn+ 1 , and v is 
transversal to v itself. Hence { v, -v} is an affine immersion from M to 
Rn+ 1 . The induced connection of {v, -v} is given by 

Then the connection V* satisfies 

Xh(Y, Z) = h(\7 X Y, Z) + h(Y, V~Z) + T(Z)h(X, Y). 

We remark that the connection V* is called the semi-conjugate connec
tion of \7 with respect to h by T [8]. 

If T = 0, then \7 and V are mutually dual affine connections. Hence 
we conclude 

Proposition 5.4. Let {f, 0 be a nondegenemte equiaffine immer
sion from M to Rn+l, and v the co normal map of {f, 0. Suppose 
that \7 and V* are induced connections {f, 0 and { v, -v}, respectively. 
Then induced connections \7 and V* are mutually dual with respect to 
the affine fundamental form h. 

Let us construct divergence functions on M. Let {f, 0 be a non
degenerate equiaffine immersion and v the conormal map of {f, 0- We 
define a function p on M x M by 

p0 (p, q) = (v(q), f(p)- f(q)). 

We call p0 a geometric divergence on M [9]. 
The geometric divergence is an example of contrast functions [6], 

Then we can induce a statistical manifold (M, V', h) from p0 . 
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Proposition 5.5. Let (M, h, \7, \7*) be a simply connected dually 
fiat space. Then the canonical divergence and the geometric divergence 
on (M, \7, h) coincide. 

Proof. Suppose that {Bi} is a \7-affine coordinate system, and {1Ji} 
is its dual coordinate system. Denote by 'lj; the B-potential function, and 
by ¢> the 7]-potential function. Then the canonical divergence p(p, q) is 
given by 

n 

p(p, q) = 'lj;(p) + ¢>(q)- L Bi(p)1Ji(q), (p, q EM). 
i=l 

On the other hand, the statistical manifold (M, \7, h) is realized in Rn+l 
as a graph immersion{!, 0: 

In fact, Equation (8) is given by 

( 8 ) ()2'lj; 
D a~' f* aBJ = CJBi()(jJ ~· 

Denote by {ffj} the connection coefficients of \7. Then ffj = 0 ( i, j, k = 
1, ... , n), and hence { Bi} is a \7 -affine coordinate system. From Equation 
(3), the affine fundamental form coincides with h. In this case, from the 
definitions of conormal map (12) and the Legendre transformation (2), 
the conormal map is given by 

v(q) = ( -171(q), ... , -1]n(q), 1). 

From the Legendre transformation (2), the geometric divergence p0 is 
given by 

(v(q), f(p)- f(q)) 
n n 

'lj;(p) + L vi(q)Bi(p)- 'lj;(q)- L vi(q)Bi(q) 
i=l i=l 

n 

'lj;(p) + ¢>(q) + L vi(q)Bi(p) 
i=l 

n 

'lj;(p) + ¢>(q)- L 1Ji(q)Bi(p). 
i=l 
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Therefore, the geometric divergence coincides with the canonical diver
gence. Q.E.D. 

In this section, we mainly discussed dually flatness and !-conformal 
equivalence of statistical manifolds. For a-conformal equivalence, see 
[25] for example. We remark that Ohara recently showed a relation 
between centroaffine immersions and the Tsallis statistics [21], which is 
related to geometry of statistical manifolds of constant curvature. We 
also remark that quite another formulation has given in [1], which is also 
useful in information geometry. 

§6. Centroaffine immersions of codimension two 

Let M be ann-dimensional manifold (n :2: 3), fan immersion from 
M to Rn+2 , and~ a vector field along f. We identify f with the position 
vector of Rn+2 • 

We say that the pair {!, 0 is a centroaffine immersion of codimen
sion two from M to Rn+2 if, for an arbitrary point pin M, the tangent 
space Tf(p)Rn+2 is decomposed as 

We call ~ a transverse vector field. 
The induced objects can be defined as follows: 

f* \7 X y + h(X, Y)~ + k(X, Y)f, 

- f*SX + T(X)~ + JL(X)f. 

We call \7 a induced connection, h an affine fundamental form, S an 
affine shape operator, and T a transversal connection form. 

If the affine fundamental form h is nondegenerate everywhere on 
M, the immersion f is called nondegenerate. If T = 0, the centroaffine 
immersion {!, 0 is called equiaffine. 

As in affine immersions (of co dimension one), the fundamental struc
tural equations hold. Hence a nondegenerate centroaffine immersion of 
co dimension two {!, 0 induces a semi-Weyl manifold. If {f, 0 is non
degenerate and equiaffine, then {f, 0 induces a statistical manifold. 

Conversely, the following theorem has been obtained in [14]. 

Theorem 6.1 ([14]). Suppose that (M, \7, h) is a simply connected 
conformally-projectively fiat statistical manifold, then there exists a cen
troaffine immersion of codimension two {f, 0 which realizes (M, \7, h) 
in Rn+2 . 
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Let {!, 0 be a non-degenerate equiaffine centroaffine immersion of 
codimension two. Denote by Rn+2 the dual space of Rn+2 , and by 
( , ) the pairing of Rn+2 and Rn+2 • Then we can define a centroaffine 
immersion of codimension two { v, w} : M ---+ Rn+2 by 

(13) 

(14) 

(v(p),~p) = 1, 

(v(p), f(p)) = 0, 

(v(p), f*XP) = 0, 

(w(p),~p) = 0, 

(w(p), f(p)) = 1, 

(w(p), f*XP) = 0. 

We call { v, w} the dual map of{!, 0, and the correspondence{!, 0 f-t 

{ v, w} the dual map transformation. 
We define a function p on M x M by 

PG (p, q) = (v(q), f(p)). 

We call pc a geometric divergence on M. The geometric divergence 
is a contrast function on M, hence pc induces a statistical manifold 
(M, V', h). Conversely, for a conformally-projectively flat statistical man
ifold (M, V', h), the geometric divergence is determined uniquely. It is 
independent ofthe realization of (M, V',h) into Rn+2 • 

We remark that the dual map transformation is a generalization of 
the Legendre transformation. In fact, suppose that (M, h, Y', V'*) is a 
dually flat space. Then (M, h, V') is realized in Rn+2 by 

The dual map is given by 

0 

~ = 0 
1 
0 

v(q) ( -ryl(q), ... , -rJn(q), 1, cf>(q)), 
w (0, ... ,0,0,1). 

The differentials of f and v are 

of 
{)()i 

8v 
OrJi 

(o, ... ,1, ... ,o, ~~,o)r 
( 0, ... ' 1, ... '0, 0, ~~) . 
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Differentiating the left side of Equation (13), using Equation (14), we 
have 

(15) 

Equations (14) and (15) imply 

8'¢ 
8()i = 'f}i, 81> = ()i. 

8TJi 

Substituting f(p) and v(p) into (13), we have 

n 

- L 'f/i(p)Bi(p) + '¢(p) + ¢>(p) = 0. 
i=l 

Therefore, the definition of the dual map coincides with the Legendre 
transformation if (M, h, \7, \7*) is dually flat. The following table shows 
the correspondence. 

(v(p), f*XP) = 0 {=::} 

(v*XP, j(p)) = 0 {=::} 

(v(p), j(p)) = 0 {=::} 

n 

'¢(p) + ¢>(p)- L 'fJi(p)Bi(p) = 0. 
i=l 

Similar calculations as in affine hypersurface theory, the geometric diver
gence p0 on a dually flat space coincides with the canonical divergence p. 

§7. Statistical manifolds admitting torsion 

In this section, we consider a quantum version of statistical manifold. 
Let (M, h) be a semi-Riemannian manifold, and \7 an affine con

nection on M. Denote by Tv the torsion tensor of \7. We say that 
the triplet (M, \7, h) is a statistical manifold admitting torsion if the 
following formula holds [11]: 

(\7 xh)(Y, Z)- (\i'yh)(X, Z) = -h(Tv (X, Y), Z). 

It is known that a set of quantum states has a non-zero torsion tensor 
in general. (See Chapter 7.3 in [4].) Hence the notion of statistical 
manifolds admitting torsion can be regarded as a quantum version of 
the notion of statistical manifolds. We will give an example in Section 8. 

From a straightforward calculation, we can check the dual con
nection \7* of \7 is torsion-free. Conversely, we obtain the following 
proposition. 
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Proposition 7.1. Let (M, h) be a semi-Riemannian manifold, \7* 
a torsion-free affine connection on M, and \7 the dual connection of 
\7* with respect to h. Then (M, \7, h) is a statistical manifold admitting 
torsion. 

For a semi-Weyl manifold, we naturally obtain a statistical manifold 
admitting torsion. 

Proposition 7.2. Let (M, \7, h, T) be a semi- Weyl manifold. De
note by \7* the generalized dual connection of \7 by T with respect to h. 
Set 'V'xY = 'VxY- T(X)Y. Then \7* is the dual connection of\7' with 
respect to h, and (M, 'V',h) is a statistical manifold admitting torsion. 

Proof. From the definition of dual connection (1) and generalized 
dual connection (7), we have 

Xh(Y,Z) h(\7 x Y, Z) + h(Y, \7~ Z) - T(X)h(Y, Z) 

h('V'xY, Z) + h(Y, 'V~Z). 

The torsion tensor is given by T'V' (X, Y) = T(Y)X- T(X)Y. Q.E.D. 

We say that (M, 'V', h) is the statistical manifold admitting torsion as
sociated to a semi-Weyl manifold (M, \7, h, w). 

§8. Affine distributions 

Let M be ann-dimensional manifold, w a Rn+l_valued 1-form, and 
~a Rn+l_valued function on M. We say that the pair {w,O is an affine 
distribution if, for an arbitrary point p in M, the following conditions 
hold: 

(16) 

Rn+l =Image Wp EB R{~x}, 

Image (dw)p C Image wp. 

If{!, 0 is an affine immersion from M to Rn+1 , then { df, 0 is an affine 
distribution. 

The induced objects can be defined by 

Xw(Y) 

X~ 

w('VxY) + h(X, Y)~, 

-w(SX) + T(X)~. 

We call \7 an induced connection, h an affine fundamental form. From 
Equation (16) in the definition of affine distribution, h is a symmetric 
(0, 2)-tensor field. 
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If h is nondegenerate everywhere on M, w is called nondegenerate. 
If r = 0, the affine distribution { w, ~} is called equiaffine. A necessary 
and sufficient condition for an affine distribution { w, 0 to be equiaffine 
is 

Image (d~)p C Image Wp· 

As in affine immersions, the fundamental structural equations hold 
for affine distributions. Then we have the following proposition. 

Proposition 8.1. Let { w, 0 be a nondegenerate equiaffine affine 
distribution. Denote by "9" the induced connection, and by h the affine 
fundamental form. Then (M, "9", h) is a statistical manifold admitting 
torsion. 

Example 8.2 ([11]). Let Herm(d) be the set of all Hermitian ma
trices of degree d. Denote by S the set of quantum states defined by 

S = {P E Herm(d) I P > 0, TraceP = 1}. 

For an arbitrary point P inS, we identify the tangent space TpS with 
the set of traceless Hermitian matrices Ao: 

Ao = {X E Herm(d) I TraceX = 0}. 

For each vector X E Ao, we denote the corresponding vector field as X. 
For an arbitrary point P E S and a vector X E Ao, we define 

w p (X) E Herm( d) and ~ by 

(17) X 
1 - -
2(Pwp(X) + wp(X)P), 

~ = -h 

An immersion wp(X) in {17} is called a symmetric logarithmic derivative. 
Then { w, 0 is an equiaffine affine distribution from· S to Herm( d). 

The affine fundamental form and the induced connection for { w, 0 can 
be written 

~Trace ( P(wp(X)wp(Y) + wp(Y)wp(X))) , 

( hp(X, Y)P- ~(Xwp(Y) + wp(Y)X)) . 

The affine fundamental form h coincides with the SLD Fisher metric in 
quantum information theory. We can check that "9" is curvature-free but 
it is not torsion-free in general. 
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Lastly, let us define geometric pre-divergence function. 
Let {w, 0 be an equiaffine affine distribution to Rn+l, and Rn+l 

the dual vector space of Rn+l. For an arbitrary points p E M, we define 
a map v : M ---+ Rn+l by 

(v(p),~p) = 1, (v(p),wp(X)) = 0. 

We call v the conormal map of {w, 0. 
For an equiaffine affine distribution { w, 0, and its conormal map v, 

we define a function p on T M x M by 

p(X, q) = (v(q),w(X)). 

We call p a geometric pre-divergence on M. 
Some important theorems for divergences, e.g. the projection theo

rem [4], hold for a geometric pre-divergence. See [11]. 
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